
SO THE GOD OF LEARNING HAS A CRUSH ON 
ME - CHAPTER 12: LOVE RIVAL 

  Suddenly, Director Zhang's eyes widened as he looked at what the boy was 

clutching in his hand, where there was nothing he didn't understand, "Lin and Xi, stop 

right there!" 

  The boy heard, hurriedly pull out his legs and run! 

  That speed, so time seven and Xu future breathed, this brother's gym class, must 

not be in vain. 

  "Lin and Xi! Eating popsicles in front of schoolmates, is this something you can do 

as a senior?!" 

  "No decency! Stop right there!" 

  Director Zhang chased the boy away, the sister touched her nose, sensed the line 

of sight, looked back at Shi Qi and Xu future, "Uh...you guys continue." 

  Xu future pulled Qi, indicating her to look at that far away sister, "Qi Qi, that sister, 

is the senior year list of the first!" 

  When Qi Qi is confused, this is not just the beginning of the school year, Xu future 

how to know? 

  In her last life in the seventh grade, because she did not care about studying, so 

she never paid attention to the grade list, but did know that the first in their class, has 

always been Si Eucalyptus. 



  "Post ah! Before school started, I shopped around the school's posting bar, and this 

senior sister looks even better than in her photos." 

  "I tell you, she is still a hundred outside the first year of high school, it is said that 

later is someone bet, she rubbed the first in the grade..." 

  "Simply my goddess ah!" 

  When Qi looked at Xu Future's face full of admiration, heartily patted her shoulder, 

said in a serious tone, "You work hard, it is also possible." 

  Xu Mirai seems to be inspired, face overflowing with confidence, a grabbed when 

Qi, "then we work together, study hard, every day up!" 

  Learn from the city bridge seniors, take the grade list. 

  It was as if she had found a good friend, her best friend in her previous life! 

  Good! When the military training is over, she will go buy materials to get into the 

study state faster than others. 

  That said, where is Si Eucalyptus? 

  "Mirai, have you seen Si Eucalyptus?" 

  Xu Mirai drank several sips of water in a row and casually pointed to the back, 

"Where is that." 

  When Qi looked back, it was okay not to look, this look, boy, it was amazing. 

  A girl is standing in front of Si Eucalyptus, the two chatting happily. 



  Xu Future glanced at, lazily said, "That's Xiao Xue of class 3, the day of the 

opening report in the posting bar burst." 

  Time Qi: "Just started school, how do you know everyone?" 

  "I am a sister who has been posting for many years." Xu Future spoke with a sense 

of complacency. 

  "What else do you know?" 

  "After the opening day of school, Si Eucalyptus spoke, in the seven middle school 

fire, junior high school experience were exploded on the posting bar, that award 

certificate is enough for us to drink a pot, a proper god of learning." 

  Xu future tsk two, also do not know so a good cabbage, later will be which pig arch 

to go. 

  But... 

  "Qiqi, if you came to the opening day of the ceremony, it is estimated that the 

campus bar on fire is you." After all, they Q Q Q, than the third class of Xiao Xue good-

looking much. 

  When Qi Qi attention but has been in the back of the people, "the future, what do 

you think they two are talking about, chatting so happy?" 

  Xu Future: "......" 

  Obviously three people, how did Qi Qi automatically ignore the Zhou Yi next to 

him? 



  Xu Mirai pulled Qi Qi to go over, "Want to know what they are talking about, go over 

and listen to it will not know?" 

  "Zhou Yi, where are you all?" Xu Mirai smiled. 

  Zhou Yi still holds a grudge against Xu Future for taking all of his sausages for 

himself and hummed lightly. 

  The master is a man with a temper! 

  Xu Mirai saw that he was not paying attention to himself, reached out and 

squeezed a hand from behind, looking at him with a smile, "What are you and Xiao Xue 

students talking about?" 

  Zhou Yi gritted his teeth, this mother tiger ...... 

  "No, it's Si Eucalyptus talking with classmate Xiao." 

 


